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Scanning probe lithography (SPL) methods1 have been very
actively investigated in the past decade as a way for achieving
nanometer-scale structured materials. One of these processes,
namely the electrochemical SPL, involves the scanning probe
instruments (STM or conducting-probe (CP)-AFM2) operating in
the scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) mode.3 This
mode has yielded various local modifications involving: (i)
deposition of metallic nanoparticles, for example. silver,3-6

copper,7-9 or platinum10 onto insulating3 or conducting substrates;5

(ii) electrochemical surface reactions, for example, drawing of
oxide lines on inorganic semiconductor11 or metal surfaces.12

Similarly, some surface modifications of (or by) organic materials
involving comparable procedures: (i) microdeposition of conduct-
ing organic polymers, for example, polyaniline13 or polythio-
phene,14 (ii) surface reactions, for example, nanopatterning of self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs),6,15 have also been investigated.
The confinement of these electrochemical reactions in the
nanometer-scale range imply that the Faradaic current promoting
these reactions flows only in very limited regions between the
probe apex and the substrates. Such high resolutions have only

been obtained using water capillary miniscus micro-cells3,4,6,10-13

or alternatively with ultrashort voltage pulses in liquid electro-
lytes.8,9

Solid-state reversible electron-exchange processes involving
phase transformations of organic conductors into insulating
materials with distinct redox levels have been demonstrated some
time ago by studies using carbon paste electrodes on bulk
powdered materials.16 For example, insulating (neutral) TMTSF
(tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene) and (1/1) (TMTSF)X salts are
obtained from conducting (TMTSF)2X Bechgaard salts.16b The
local confinement of such well-defined solid-state transformations
might give a new insight to the mechanism of probe-mediated
electrochemical reactions, along with suitable surface nano-
modifications of these conducting molecular materials. As part
of our ongoing study of organic superconducting thin films
initiated with Bechgaard salts,17 we have examined the possibilitys
not yet investigatedsto modify these solids by local-probe-
mediated electrochemical reactions, with a view to the fabrication
of superconducting nanostructures therefrom. Here we report the
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Figure 1. (CP)AFM images20 of the electrochemical surface modifica-
tions of the (001)ab face of a (TMTSF)2PF6 single crystal. (a, c, e) the
topography and (b, d, f), the simultaneously recorded conductivities of
the surface. Anodically biased crystal produces, as a function of the
potential, insulating (see (b) and corresponding electrical profile) partly
hollowed lines (see (a) and corresponding height profile) at the tip-scanned
(for 20 s) lines. For a fixed tip position polarized at+4 V an insulating
knoll results (see the yellow arrows in (a) and (b)). Scanning of a line of
cathodically biased substrate (-0.5 V for 10 s) involves reduction back
to the neutral TMTSF and results in detachment (see (e)) of still
conducting (see (f)) fragments of the solid. In both cases the Faradaic
current is maintained either by water reduction (4H2O + 4e- f 2H2 +
4OH-, positive substrate) or by water oxidation (2H2O f O2 + 4H + +
4e-, negative substrate).
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creation of smooth nanometer-scale insulating barriers onto the
(001) ab face of a (TMTSF)2PF6 single crystal18 chosen as an
example,19 by an ambient-air operated (CP) AFM instrument20

working in the oxidative mode.
The results of the present surface reactions are summarized in

Figure 1, emphasizing the unique possibility offered by (CP)AFM
to visualize simultaneously the topographical featuresandthe local
electrical surface properties of the substrate. At zero bias there is
no surface modifications (Figure 1c, d), in striking contrast to
the surface modifications achieved when the tip-substrate bias
is applied. The measurements are not symmetric: the disconnec-
tion of conducting fragments for a quite low negative potential
(-0.5 V) (Figure 1e, f) is not detected in the opposite direction.
This clearly excludes an electric-field effect as a source of these
modifications and indicates the occurrence of electrochemical
reactions. Increasing the negative bias above-0.5 V results in
much greater surface damage and even in probe degradation for
V ) -4 V. In contrast, for positive substrate bias up to+4 V,
smooth lines are obtained which increase in width with potential
(Figure 1a, b). Keeping the probe fixed with a bias of+4 V results
in anoutgrowthof an insulating powdery solid of lower density
(Figure 1, yellow arrows), whereas the insulating lines have a
hollow appearance, probably because the probepartly sweeps out
the new oxidized microcrystalline material. Both processes are
found to be strongly sensitive to other parameters such as scanning
speed, probes sharpness,21 and load. The corresponding currents
(at fixed probe) measured for both processes (Figure 2) are also
very different. Thus, for positive bias the Faradaic current rapidly
stops after a sharp decrease, reflecting the formation of un-
interrupted insulating areas (Figure 2,+4 V). On the other hand,

for negative bias which results in detachment of conducting
fragments (-1 V in Figure 2), the current is not significantly
reduced over time. Similarly, for moderately positive potentials
involving almost no surface reactions (Figure 1,+1 V), the
measured current is fairly stable over the same period of time.

The observed solid-state modifications are ascribed to the
following electrochemical reactions:

with peak potentialsEpC1 ) -0.03 V andEpA2 ) +0.47 V (vs
SCE) corresponding respectively to the cathodic C1 and the anodic
A2 processes ( i.e., for X) PF6 or ClO4).16b The large difference
(almost 2 V) between threshold voltages for the present probe-
mediated Faradaic processes, as compared to the voltage range
(0.5 V) where these materials are electrochemically inactive,
clearly reflects the influence of associated water redox reactions
(see Figure 1 caption).

The structures of the oxidized insulating (TMTSF)X solids are
unknown,22a and require additional efforts to be fully character-
ized. However, they could be expected to result in smaller
structural changes of the (TMTSF)2X conducting materials
structures22b than those involved in the back reaction to the neutral
parent TMTSF.22c Hence, the significant structural changes
coupled with the anion expulsion phenomenon, associated with
the crystal reduction reactions, could account in this case for the
coarse surface damage23 (Figure 1a, b) observed for negative bias,
as compared to the regular surface modifications obtained by
oxidation (Figure 1c, d).

In summary, these preliminary results show that useful solid-
state modification of molecular (super)conducting material19 can
be obtained using scanning probe-mediated electrochemical
reactions and that these reactions are locally confined in the tens-
of-nanometers range. Although the precise thickness of the
insulating regions, created within the conducting organic substrate,
has not yet been determined, the resulting barriers match the
magnitude of the coherence length valuesêa and êb, of around
75 and 35 nm, respectively,24 for (TMTSF)2ClO4 the super-
conducting member of the series. The dimensions of present
modifications could also be decreased, using established relative-
humidity lowering procedures,25 thereby opening the way to the
not-yet available organic Josephson tunnel junctions. Work is in
progress in our laboratories toward these objectives.

Supporting Information Available: Details on experimental setup
and commercial-probes performance evaluation and optimization (sharp-
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Figure 2. Probe-sample currents as a function of time for different bias
potentials.
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